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Answer the following questions:

I. Give examples for the different types of the following linguistic elements in discourse:

1. Referential cohesion
2. Substitution
3. Ellipsis
4. Conjunctions
5. Lexical cohesion

II. Answering the major questions the discourse analyst focuses on when analyzing texts, attempt a discourse analysis of TWO of the following texts:

1. Little Katy turned to her mother as they were walking through a graveyard and asked, "Mummy, do they ever bury two people in the same grave?" "Of course not, dear," replied her mother, "Why would you think that?" "That tombstone back there said 'Here lies a lawyer and an honest man.'"

2. Our school library is very important. There are many shelves which contain many subjects and different languages. We borrow all books which we like it. The librarian hel us very much. When we finish reading these books we return them again to our library.

3. Lads and gentleman I tell you some of my life. I born in life I found my family fool of love. A family happy. I become very glad and my brother another. And in one day my father go bad illness, but my mother became subly him. But my God him helping and became cure from desis. But the strugle. This problem that my father marry again another woman. It is a snak woman. And from that my life become very deficait. I thank my God that are my brother in Unite Stade of America when they lest the news my father marry from another.

Good Luck